2017 is set to be the most challenging season ever and we are completely committed to offering the most innovative and comprehensive bike collection to date. We must feel really fortunate to live in this technologically highly advanced era with mountain bikes being more sophisticated and evolved thus far.

At Mondraker as a Family, as a Team, as a Company, we are really looking forward for offering cutting-edge performance with the greatest riding experience. Just as our motto says: the way forward.
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SUMMUM CARBON PRO TEAM

Stealth Full Carbon, Forward Geometry frame • Zero Suspension System, 205mm • Fox 40 27.5 Float FIT HSC LSC Factory Kashima 203mm fork • Fox DHX2 Factory Kashima SLS Spring rear shock • Sram Guide RSC 203mm brakes • Sram X01 DH 1x7s drivetrain
SUMMUM CARBON PRO
Stealth Full Carbon, Forward Geometry frame • Zero Suspension System, 205mm • Fox 40 27.5" FIT4 LSC Performance Elite 203mm fork • Fox DHX2 Performance Elite rear shock • Sram Guide R 203mm brakes • DT Swiss FR570 TLR rims
GREAT SEASON FOR **MS-MONDRAKER RACING TEAM**. OUR VERY BIG THANKS TO **DANNY, MARKUS** AND **LAURIE** FOR BRINGING OUT THE BEST OF OUR SUMMUM CARBON, AND TO ALL THE STAFF LEAD BY **MARKUS, LUKAS** AND **CHRISTIAN** MAKING A DREAM COME TRUE.
SUMMUM PRO
Mondraker Stealth, Forward Geometry frame • Zero Suspension System, 205mm • Fox 40 27.5" FIT4 LSC Performance Elite 203mm fork • Fox DHX2 Performance Elite rear shock • Sram Descendant 165mm 36t crankset • DT Swiss FR570 TLR rims
Mondraker Stealth, Forward Geometry frame
Zero Suspension System, 205mm
Marzocchi 380 27.5 CR 200mm fork
Fox Van R Performance rear shock
Sram Guide R 203mm brakes
Maxxis Minion DHR II SuperTacky compound 27.5x2.4 tires

SUMMUM
THE MOST DESIRED BIKE
DUNE CARBON XR

- Stealth Full Carbon, Forward Geometry frame
- Zero Suspension System, 160mm
- Fox 36 27.5” Float FIT HSC LSC Factory Kashima 170mm fork
- Fox DHX2 2Pos lever Factory Kashima SLS Spring rear shock
- DT EX1501 Spline ONE F15x100 / R12x142 wheelset
- Fox Transfer Performance Elite internal seatpost
THE ULTIMATE ENDURO RACING BIKE WITH THE LATEST MONDRAKER KEY TECHNOLOGIES. IT IS THE NEW BEST SELLER PLATFORM, DEFINITELY THE MOST DESIRED BIKE INTO CURRENT PORTFOLIO AND FOR SURE THE PERSONAL BIKE OF THE HALF MONDRAKER STAFF.
STEALTH STRUCTURE
FORWARD GEOMETRY
ZERO SUSPENSION SYSTEM
ADJUSTABLE GEOMETRY
MONOBLOCK CARBON UPPER LINK
MONOBLOCK
DUNE CARBON RR

- Stealth Full Carbon, Forward Geometry frame
- Zero Suspension System, 160mm
- Fox 36 27.5" Float FIT4 3Pos Lever Factory Kashima 160mm fork
- Fox Float X2 2Pos lever Factory Kashima rear shock
- Mavic XA Elite 27.5" F15x100 / R12x142 wheelset
- Fox Transfer Performance Elite internal seatpost
DUNE CARBON R

- Stealth Full Carbon, Forward Geometry frame
- Zero Suspension System, 160mm
- Fox 36 27.5 Float Grip 3Pos Lever Performance 160m fork
- Fox Float X LV 3Pos lever Performance rear shock
- DT E1900 Spline 27.5 Tubeless Ready F15x100 / R12x142 wheelset
- Fox Transfer Performance Elite internal seatpost
Mondraker’s Forward Geometry has proven to be the geometry benchmark for high-end performance mountain bikes nowadays and this is one of our proprietary most unique leading technologies to date. Every year we keep refining the concept and for 2017 we have applied slight geometry changes to improve performance even more, increasing riding efficiency and control.

Forward Geometry main advantages are an increased safety and confidence riding steep chutes even at high speeds, more reactive, precise and direct handling, more uphill precision and more stability in technical and rough terrain with better grip and improved control overall.
DUNE XR

- Mondraker Stealth, Forward Geometry frame
- Zero Suspension System, 160mm
- Fox 36 27.5 Float FIT4 3Pos Lever Factory Kashima Boost 170mm fork
- Fox Float X LV EVOL 3Pos Lever Performance rear shock
- SRAM GX1 / Race Face Aeffect SL 1x11s. drivetrain
- RockShox Reverb Stealth seatpost
Mondraker Stealth, Forward Geometry frame • Zero Suspension System, 160mm • Fox 36 27.5 Float Grip 3Pos Lever Performance Boost 160m fork • Fox Float X LV EVOL 3Pos Lever Performance rear shock • DT E1900 Spline 27.5 Tubeless Ready F15x110 / R12x148 wheelset • Fox Transfer Performance Elite internal seatpost

DUNE
Mondraker Stealth, Forward Geometry frame • Zero Suspension System, 160mm • RockShox Yari 27.5 RC Boost 160mm fork • RockShox Monarch Plus R rear shock • MDK-EP1 TLR F15x110 / R12x148 wheelset • SRAM NX1 1x11s drivetrain
FOXY CARBON XR
- Stealth Full Carbon Forward Geometry frame
- Zero Suspension System, 140mm
- Fox 34 27.5" Talas FIT4 3Pos Lever Factory Kashima 160mm fork
- Fox Float DPS LV EVOL 3Pos Lever Factory Kashima rear shock
- Sram X01 Eagle 1x12s. drivetrain
- DT EX1501 Spline ONE F15x100 / R12x142 wheelset
THE BIKE. CLEARLY THE BEST BALANCED MONDRAKER BIKE, THE AUTHENTIC ALL ROUND. FOXY CARBON DID START A NEW ERA OF HI-END CARBON TECHNOLOGY RAISING THE BRAND TO NEXT LEVEL. THIS IS THE BIKE OF THE OTHER HALF MONDRAKER STAFF.

FOXY CARBON RR
Stealth Full Carbon Forward Geometry frame • Zero Suspension System, 140mm • Fox 34 27’5 Float Grip 3Pos Lever Performance 140mm fork • Fox Float DPS LV EVOL 3Pos Lever Performance rear shock • Mavic XA Elite 27’5 F15x100 / R12x142 wheelset • RockShox Reverb Stealth seatpost
Stealth Full Carbon Forward Geometry frame • Zero Suspension System, 140mm • RockShox Revelation 27.5 RL 140mm fork • RockShox Monarch RL Solo Air rear shock • MDK-EP1 TLR F15x100 / R12x142 wheelset • Sram GX Type2.1 / S1000 2x10 drivetrain

FOXY CARBON R
Stealth Full Carbon Forward Geometry frame • Zero Suspension System, 140mm • RockShox Revelation 27.5 RL 140mm fork • RockShox Monarch RL Solo Air rear shock • MDK-EP1 TLR F15x100 / R12x142 wheelset • Sram GX Type2.1 / S1000 2x10 drivetrain
Zero is Mondraker’s proprietary most efficient, best performing and super capable suspension system. Zero is individually designed, set up and optimised for each full suspension Mondraker model across the range, from Factor 27.5 and 27.5+ trail models to Summum Carbon downhill bikes.

Zero technology main advantages are Zero power loss - a completely stable ride when pedalling-, Zero pedal kickback - minimum chain growth throughout the suspension travel-, Zero brake jack - isolated braking and suspension forces- and what we call Zero bumps, its great ability to soak up any type of bump keeping the rear wheel efficiently planted on the ground.
FOXY XR
Mondraker Stealth, Forward Geometry frame • Zero Suspension System, 140mm • Fox 36 27.5" Float Grip 3Pos Lever Performance Boost 160mm fork • Fox Float DPS LV 3Pos Lever Performance rear shock • DT M1900 Spline 27" Tubeless Ready F15x110 / R12x148 wheelset • RockShox Reverb Stealth seatpost
FOXY R
- Mondraker Stealth, Forward Geometry frame
- Zero Suspension System, 140mm
- Fox 34 27.5 Float Grip 3Pos Lever Performance Boost 140mm fork
- Fox Float DPS LV 3Pos Lever Performance rear shock
- Shimano XT / Race Face Aeffect SL 2x11s. drivetrain
- RockShox Reverb Stealth seatpost

FOXY
- Mondraker Stealth, Forward Geometry frame
- Zero Suspension System, 140mm
- RockShox Revelation 27.5 RL Boost 140mm fork
- RockShox Monarch RT Solo Air rear shock
- MDK-EP1 TLR F15x110 / R12x148 wheelset
- Shimano XT / Shimano FC-M627B 2x10s. drivetrain
CRAFTY XR+

- Mondraker Stealth, Forward Geometry frame
- Zero Suspension System, 140mm
- Fox 36 27.5+ Float Grip 3Pos Lever Performance Boost 160mm fork
- Fox Float X LV 3Pos Lever Performance rear shock
- Shimano XT / Race Face Aeffect SL 1x11s. drivetrain
- RockShox Reverb Stealth seatpost
THE WHOLE FOXY SPIRIT ON 27.5” PLUS CONCEPT WHEELS. IT IS NEW, SAFETY, RELIABLE, AND ABOVE ALL REALLY FUNNY.

CRAFTY R+
Mondraker Stealth, Forward Geometry frame • Zero Suspension System, 140mm • RockShox Yari 27.5+ RC Boost 140mm fork • RockShox Monarch Plus RC3 Solo Air rear shock • Sram NX1 1x11s drivetrain • MDK-EP1 40 TLR F15x110 / R12x157 wheelset
VANTAGE RR+

- Mondraker Stealth, Forward Geometry frame
- Fox 34 27.5+ Float Grip 3Pos Lever Performance Boost 140mm fork
- MDK-EP1 40 TLR F15x110 / R12x157 wheelset
- Sram NX1 1x11s drivetrain
- RockShox Reverb Stealth seatpost
**VANTAGE R+**
- Mondraker Stealth, Forward Geometry frame
- RockShox Sektor Sliver 27.5+ RL Boost 140mm fork
- SRAM Level T 180mm hydraulic disc brakes
- SRAM GX / SRAM NX1 Boost 1x10s. drivetrain
- MDK-EP1 40 TLR F15x110 / R12x157 wheelset

**VANTAGE R**
- Mondraker Stealth, Forward Geometry frame
- RockShox Sektor Silver 27.5 RL Solo Air 15QR 140mm fork
- MDK-EP1 TLR F15x100 / R12x142 wheelset
- SRAM GX / RaceFace Ride 2x10s. drivetrain
- Maxxis Ardent 27.5x2.40 tires

**VANTAGE**
- Mondraker Stealth, Forward Geometry frame
- RST Blaze 27.5 TNL 130mm fork
- Tektro HDM285 180/160mm Hydraulic disc brakes
- SR Suntour XCM / Shimano Alivio 2x9s. drivetrain
- Kenda Honey Badger Pro 27.5x2.20 tires
FACTOR XR+
-Mondraker Stealth, Forward Geometry frame
-Zero Suspension System, 120mm
-Fox 32 Float 27.5" 3Pos Lever Grip Performance Boost 130mm fork
-Fox Float DPS SV 3Pos Lever Performance rear shock
-Sram NX1 1x11s. drivetrain
-Maxxis Rekon TR Dual Exo 27.5x2.8 / Maxxis Ikon TR Dual Exo 27.5x2.8 tires
Mondraker Stealth 2.0 + SAT Forward Geometry frame • Zero Suspension System, 120mm • RockShox Recon Silver 27.5" RL Solo Air Boost 120mm fork • RockShox Monarch RT rear shock • Shimano M-365 180mm disc brakes

Mondraker Stealth, Forward Geometry frame • Zero Suspension System, 120mm • RockShox Recon Silver 27.5" RL Solo Air Boost 120mm fork • RockShox Monarch RT rear shock • Shimano M-365 180mm disc brakes

Maxxis Rekon TR Dual Exo 27.5"x2.8 / Maxxis Ikon TR Dual Exo 27.5"x2.8 tires

Mondraker Stealth 2.0 + SAT Forward Geometry frame • Zero Suspension System, 120mm • RockShox 30 Silver 27.5" TK Solo Air 120mm fork • X-Fusion O2 PRO RL Lock Out rear shock • Shimano M-365 180mm disc brakes • Sram GX / Sram S1000 2x10s drivetrain

Factor +

Factor XR

Mondraker Stealth 2.0 + SAT Forward Geometry frame • Zero Suspension System, 120mm • RockShox Revelation 27.5" RL 140mm fork • RockShox Monarch RT Solo Air rear shock • Sram NX1 1x11s. drivetrain • Shimano M-365 180 disc brakes

Factor

Mondraker Stealth 2.0 + SAT Forward Geometry frame • Zero Suspension System, 120mm • RockShox 30 Silver 27.5" TK Solo Air 120mm fork • X-Fusion O2 PRO RL Lock Out rear shock • Shimano M-365 180mm disc brakes • Sram GX / Sram S1000 2x10s drivetrain
ALL ROUND EXPERIENCE
**Stealth** is the most advanced industrial design and structure optimisation technology in the Mondraker range. **Stealth alloy** encompasses all processes in the creation of the frame, from the industrial design to the specific production of each of its tubes with the calculation of the most precise details. Each tube and part is carefully designed to carry out a specific function while striving to achieve the lowest possible weight.

**Stealth Carbon** is the most advanced carbon fiber development and optimisation technology in the Mondraker range. This constantly developing technology brings all the experience gained in making aluminium frames to top of the range carbon fibre to meet the same innovation, maximum quality, minimum weight and strength requirements. The result is a frame with the best strength / structural rigidity / lightness ratio, exceptional reliability and a very attractive and unique 100% Mondraker look.
PRIME R+
Mondraker Xtralite Full Butted Forward Geometry frame • RockShox Reba 27.5+ RL Boost 120mm fork • MDK-TP1 35 TLR F15x110 / R12x148 wheelset • Shimano XT / RaceFace Aeffect SL 1x11s. drivetrain • Maxxis Rekon TR Dual Exo 27.5x2.8 / Maxxis Ikon TR Dual Exo 27.5x2.8 tires

PRIME +
Mondraker Xtralite Full Butted Forward Geometry frame • RockShox Recon Sliver 27.5+ RL Boost 120mm fork • Shimano M365 180mm hydraulic disc brakes • Shimano SLX / Shimano FC-M627B 2x10s. drivetrain • Maxxis Ikon TR Dual Exo 27.5x2.8 tires
EVOLUTION
STEALTH AIR FRAME: 920g
IST EVO STEM: 85° TURNING RADIUS
FLATSTAYS TECHNOLOGY: +25% VERTICAL ABSORPTION
XC RACING GEO: LONGEST TOP TUBE AND SHORTEST STEM
HHG: INTERNAL ROUTING DI2 COMPATIBLE
FLAT MOUNT REAR DISC BRAKE
BB30 PRESS FIT
BOOST STANDARD
PODIUM CARBON RR SL
Mondraker Stealth Air Full Carbon frame • IST Evo Integrated Stem Technology • Fox 32 SC Float 29 Remote FIT4 Factory Kashima Boost 100mm fork • Mavic Crossmax Pro Carbon 29 F15x110 / R12x148 wheelset • RaceFace Next SL / Sram XX1 1x11s. drivetrain • Sram Level TLM 160mm brakes

FRAMESET
LIGHTER
STIFFER
ABSORPTION

920g
24%
16%
25%
PODIUM CARBON RR

Mondraker Stealth Air Full Carbon frame • IST Evo Integrated Stem Technology • Fox 32 SC Float 29 Remote FIT4 Performance Boost 100mm fork • Mavic Crossmax Elite 29 F15x110 / R12x148 wheelset • Shimano XT Di2 2x11s. drivetrain • Sram Level TLM 160mm brakes
PODIUM CARBON R
- Mondraker Stealth Air Full Carbon frame
- IST Evo Integrated Stem Technology
- Fox 32 SC Float 29 Remote FIT4 Performance Boost 100mm fork
- Mavic Crossmax Elite 29 F15x110 / R12x148 wheelset
- RaceFace Next / Sram X01 1x11s. drivetrain
- Sram Level TLM 160mm brakes

PODIUM CARBON
- Mondraker Stealth Air Full Carbon frame
- IST Evo Integrated Stem Technology
- RockShox SID 29 RL Boost 100mm fork
- Mavic Crossride Light 29 F15x110 / R12x148 wheelset
- Shimano XT / Shimano FC-MT700B2 2x11s. drivetrain
- Sram Level T 160mm brakes
Mondraker Stealth 2.0 Full Carbon frame
RockShox SID 29 RL 100mm fork
Mavic Crossride Tubeless F15x100 / R12x142 wheelset
Shimano XT / Shimano XT crankset 2x11s. drivetrain
Shimano M-506 160mm brakes

CHRONO CARBON R
CHRONO CARBON
-Mondraker Stealth 2.0 Full Carbon frame
-RockShox Reba 29 RL 15Qr 100mm fork
-MDK-XP1 29 TLR F15x100 / R12x142 wheelset
-Shimano XT / Shimano FC-M627 2x11s. drivetrain
-Shimano M-365 160mm brakes
LEADER RR 29er
Mondraker Xtralite Full butted frame • RockShox Reba 29 Remote RL 15Qr 100mm fork • Sram Level 160mm brakes • MDK-XP1 29 TLR wheelset • Sram NX1 1x11s. drivetrain

LEADER R 29er
Mondraker Xtralite Full butted frame • RockShox 30 Silver 29 Remote TK Solo Air 100mm fork • Shimano M-365 160mm disc brakes • MDK-XP1 29 TLR wheelset • Shimano XT / Shimano FC-M627 2x10s. drivetrain
**LEADER S 29er**
Mondraker Xtralite Full butted frame • Suntour XCR 29 Air Remote lock out 100mm fork • Shimano M-315 160mm brakes • MDK-XP1 29 TLR wheelset • Shimano XT RD

**LEADER S 27'5**
Mondraker Xtralite Full butted frame • Suntour XCR 27'5 Air Remote lock out 100mm fork • Shimano M-315 160mm brakes • MDK-XP1 27'5 TLR wheelset • Shimano XT RD

**LEADER 29er**
Mondraker Xtralite Full butted frame • Suntour XCR 29 Coil RL Remote 100mm fork • Tektro HDM-285 160mm hydraulic disc brakes • MDK-XP1 29 TLR wheelset • Kenda Small Block Eight 29x2.10 tires

**LEADER 27'5**
Mondraker Xtralite Full butted frame • Suntour XCR 27'5 Coil RL Remote 100mm fork • Tektro HDM-285 160mm hydraulic disc brakes • MDK-XP1 27'5 TLR wheelset • Kenda Small Block Eight 27'5x2.10 tires
PHASE S 29er
-Mondraker Custolite triple butted alloy frame
-Suntour XCM 29 RL Remote 100mm fork
-Tektro HDM-285 160mm hydraulic disc brakes
-Suntour XCM / Shimano Alivio RD 3x9s drivetrain
-Kenda Small Block Eight 29x2.10 tires
PHASE 29er
- Mondraker Custolite triple butted alloy frame
- Suntour XCT 29 hydraulic lock out 100mm fork
- Tektro HDM-285 160mm hydraulic disc brakes
- Suntour XCM / Shimano Acera RD 3x8s. drivetrain
- Kenda Small Block Eight 29x2.10 tires

PHASE S 27.5
- Mondraker Custolite Customized tubing alloy frame
- Suntour XCM 27.5" RL Remote 100mm fork
- Tektro HDM-285 160mm hydraulic disc brakes
- Suntour XCC / Shimano Alivio RD 3x9s. drivetrain
- Mondraker XC Sport components

PHASE 27.5
- Mondraker Custolite Customized tubing alloy frame
- Suntour XCT 27.5" hydraulic lock out 100mm fork
- Tektro HDM-285 160mm hydraulic disc brakes
- Suntour XCC / Shimano Acera RD 3x8s. drivetrain
- Mondraker XC Sport components
NEVA S
- Mondraker Custolite Customized tubing alloy frame
- Suntour XCM 27.5" RL Remote 100mm fork
- Tektro HDM-285 160mm hydraulic disc brakes
- Suntour XCM / Shimano Alivio RD 3x9s. drivetrain
- Mondraker XC Sport components

NEVA
- Mondraker Custolite Customized tubing alloy frame
- Suntour XCT 27.5" hydraulic lock out 100mm fork
- Tektro HDM-285 160mm hydraulic disc brakes
- Suntour XCC / Shimano Acera RD 3x8s. drivetrain
- Mondraker XC Sport components
FACTOR 24
Mondraker 24” Stealth 2.0 Zero Suspension System 90mm • 26” wheels compatible • RockShox 30 Gold TK Solo Air tapered 80mm fork • RockShox Monarch R rear shock • Shimano M-506 160mm brakes • Sram GX / Sram NX1 1x10s drivetrain
PANZER 20
Mondraker Custolite 7005 butted 20" frame • Semi-integrated Aheadset • Shimano RD-TX800 + 8s Revoshift SL shifters • MDK FAT 20" 60mm w/reduced weight cutouts rims • Tektro MD-300 Mechanical 160mm Disc brakes

PANZER 24
Mondraker Custolite 7005 butted 24" frame • Semi-integrated Aheadset • Shimano RD-TX800 + 8s Revoshift SL shifters • MDK FAT 24" 60mm w/reduced weight cutouts rims • Tektro MD-300 Mechanical 160mm Disc brakes
LEADER 24
Mondraker Custolite 7005 butted 24” frame • Semi-integrated Aheadset • Suntour M3010 50mm fork • Shimano Altus RD 1x8s. drivetrain • Mondraker Kids components
**LEADER 20**
Mondraker Custolite 7005 butted 20” frame • Semi-integrated Aheadset • MDK 20” Kid alloy + Cr-mo fork • Shimano RD-TY300 + 6s Revoshift SL shifters • Mondraker Kids components

**LEADER 16**
Mondraker Custolite 7005 butted 16” frame • Semi-integrated Aheadset • MDK 16” Kid alloy + Cr-mo fork • Shimano RD-TY300 + 6s Revoshift SL shifters • Mondraker Kids components
PANZER R
Mondraker Stealth 2.0 Forward Geometry frame • RockShox Bluto RL tapered 120mm fork • Sram Guide R 180mm brakes • MDK-Fat 80mm cutouts rims F150mm / R190mm wheelset • Maxxis Colossus TR Dual Exo 26x4.8 tires • Race Face Aeffect / Sram NX1 1x11s. drivetrain
PANZER
Mondraker Stealth 2.0 Forward Geometry frame • MDK FAT Oversize 15QR tapered alloy fork • Sram Level 180mm brakes • MDK-Fat 80mm cutouts rims F135mm / R190mm wheelset • Maxxis Colossus TR Dual Exo 26x4.8 tires • Race Face Aeffect / Sram NX1 1x11s. drivetrain
**e-CRAFTY XR+**

Mondraker Stealth, Forward Geometry, Zero Suspension System, 140mm • Bosch Performance Line CX w/ PowerPack 500Wh
Bosch battery system • Bosch Purion On Board computer • Fox 36 Talas 27.5+ 3Pos Lever Grip Performance Boost 160mm fork
• Fox Float X LV 3Pos Lever Performance rear shock • Sram EX1 1x8s. drivetrain • Fox Transfer Performance Elite internal seatpost
Mondraker Stealth, Forward Geometry, Zero Suspension System, 140mm • Bosch Performance Line CX w/ PowerPack 500Wh Bosch battery system • Bosch Purion On Board computer • RockShox Yari 27.5"+ RC Boost 140mm fork • RockShox Monarch Plus RC3 Solo Air rear shock • Sram GX / Sunrace 11-42t. 1x10s. drivetrain

e-CRAFTY R+

Mondraker Stealth, Forward Geometry, Zero Suspension System, 140mm • Bosch Performance Line CX w/ PowerPack 500Wh Bosch battery system • Bosch Purion On Board computer • RockShox Yari 27.5"+ RC Boost 140mm fork • RockShox Monarch Plus RC3 Solo Air rear shock • Sram GX / Sunrace 11-42t. 1x10s. drivetrain
e-VANTAGE RR+
Mondraker Stealth, Forward Geometry frame • Bosch Performance Line CX w/ PowerPack 500Wh Bosch battery system • Bosch Purion On Board computer • Fox 34 Float 27.5+ 3Pos Lever Grip Performance Boost 140mm fork • Sram GX / Sunrace 11-42t. 1x10s. drivetrain • Fox Transfer Performance Elite seatpost
e-VANTAGE R+
Mondraker Stealth, Forward Geometry frame • Bosch Performance Line CX w/ PowerPack 500Wh Bosch battery system • Bosch Intuvia On Board computer • RockShox Sektor Silver 27.5+ TK Boost 140mm fork • Sram Level T 200/180mm hydraulic disc brakes • Sram GX RD / Sunrace 11-42t. 1x10s. drivetrain
**e-PRIME CARBON RR+**
- Mondraker Stealth Full Carbon Forward Geometry frame
- Bosch Performance Line CX w/ PowerPack 500Wh Bosch battery system
- Bosch Purion On Board computer
- RockShox RS1 120mm fork
- Sram EX1 1x8s. drivetrain
- RockShox Reverb Stealth seatpost

**e-PRIME CARBON R+**
- Mondraker Stealth Full Carbon Forward Geometry frame
- Bosch Performance Line CX w/ PowerPack 500Wh Bosch battery system
- Bosch Purion On Board computer
- RockShox Reba 27.5+ RL Boost 120mm fork
- Sram GX 1x10s. drivetrain
- Maxxis Rekon TR Dual Exo 27.5x2.8 / Maxxis Ikon TR Dual Exo 27.5x2.8 tires
THE FUTURE IS TODAY
e-PRIME R+

- Mondraker Xtralite Full Butted Alloy Forward Geometry
- Bosch Performance Line w/ PowerPack 500Wh Bosch battery system
- Bosch Intuvia On Board computer
- RockShox Reba 27.5+ RL Boost 120mm fork
- Sram NX1 1x11s. drivetrain
- Maxxis Rekon TR Dual Exo 27.5x2.8 / Maxxis Ikon TR Dual Exo 27.5x2.8 tires
e-PRIME+

Mondraker Xtralite Full Butted Alloy Forward Geometry • Bosch Performance Line w/ PowerPack 500Wh Bosch battery system • Bosch Intuvia On Board computer • RockShox Recon Silver 27.5+ RL Boost 120mm fork • Sram GX 1x10s drivetrain • Maxxis Ikon TR Dual Exo 27.5x2.8 tires
Mondraker Stealth 2.0 Forward Geometry frame • Bosch Performance Line CX w/ PowerPack 500Wh Bosch battery system • Bosch Intuvia On Board computer • RockShox Bluto RL 15x150mm 120mm fork • MDK-Fat 80mm cutouts rims F150mm / R190mm wheelset • Maxxis Minion FBF / FBR TR Dual Exo 26x4.8 tires
Australia
FLOW BIKES
8 Wentworth Avenue
Woy Woy 2256 NSW
Phone +61 412052571 / +61(0) 432427895
contact@flowbikes.com.au
www.flowbikes.com.au

Austria
BLUE FACTORY TEAM S.L.U.
Elche Parque Empresarial
Torres y Villarrol 6 – P.O. Box 3300
03203 Elche · Spain
Phone +34 965 063 624
Fax +34 965 680 510
france@mondraker.com
www.mondraker.com

Belgium
BLUE FACTORY TEAM S.L.U.
Elche Parque Empresarial
Torres y Villarrol 6 – P.O. Box 3300
03203 Elche · Spain
Phone +34 965 063 624
Fax +34 965 680 510
belgium@mondraker.com
www.mondraker.com

Bulgaria
BLUE FACTORY TEAM S.L.U.
Elche Parque Empresarial
Torres y Villarrol 6 – P.O. Box 3300
03203 Elche · Spain
Phone +34 965 063 624
Fax +34 965 680 510
bulgaria@mondraker.com
www.mondraker.com

Chile
MKR S.A.
San Diego 1184
8360139, Santiago
Phone 5555743 / 800 202 546
contacto@mkrl.cl
www.mkrl.cl

Croatia
BLUE FACTORY TEAM S.L.U.
Elche Parque Empresarial
Torres y Villarrol 6 – P.O. Box 3300
03203 Elche · Spain
Phone +34 965 063 624
Fax +34 965 680 510
croatia@mondraker.com
www.mondraker.com

Czech Republic
KATMAR BIKE CENTER
Bubenské Nábřeží 8
170 00 Praha 7 · Czech Republic
Phone +420 233 322 587
Fax +420 223 017 514
info@katmar.cz
www.katmar.cz

Denmark
BLUE FACTORY TEAM S.L.U.
Elche Parque Empresarial
Torres y Villarrol 6 – P.O. Box 3300
03203 Elche · Spain
Phone +34 965 063 624
Fax +34 965 680 510
denmark@mondraker.com
www.mondraker.com

Finland
TARMIN OY
Josaafuttukatu 2C
00510 Helsinki · Finland
Phone +358 50 548 0081
info@tarmin.fi
www.tarmin.fi

France
BLUE FACTORY TEAM S.L.U.
Elche Parque Empresarial
Torres y Villarrol 6 – P.O. Box 3300
03203 Elche · Spain
Phone +34 965 063 624
Fax +34 965 680 510
france@mondraker.com
www.mondraker.com

Germany
BLUE FACTORY TEAM S.L.U.
Elche Parque Empresarial
Torres y Villarrol 6 – P.O. Box 3300
03203 Elche · Spain
Phone +34 965 063 624
Fax +34 965 680 510
germany@mondraker.com
www.mondraker.com

Hong Kong
GRAVITY REACTION CYCLES
G/F, 43 Tai Nan Street, Sham Shui Po, Kowloon
Phone +85 22 381 2289
Fax +85 22 381 2289
gravityreactioncycles@gmail.com
www.gravityreactioncycles.com

Indonesia
BAGUS BIKE
Bumi Serpong Damai
Tangerang 15310
Phone +62 21 537 1115
Fax +62 21 537 5912
info@bagusbike.com
www.bagusbike.com

Ireland
SILVERFISH UK LTD
Unit 3B & 3C Woodacre Court
Saltash · Cornwall · PL12 6LF
Phone +44 017 528 43882
Fax +44 017 528 45829
info@silverfish-uk.com
www.silverfish-uk.com

Israel
MN SYSTEMS
Beit-Harishonim ST 4
Industrial Park Emek
38777 Emek - Hefer
Phone +972 462 20111
Fax +972 462 20808
yaniv@mnsys.co.il
www.mondraker.co.il

Italy
DSB S.R.L
Via del Lavoro, 7
24030 Osio Sotto (BG)
Phone - Fax +39 035 4824273
info@dsb-bonandrini.com
www.dsb-bonandrini.com

Japan
MOM&POP’S, INC.
4-9-1 Hanaike
4910914 Tchinosumiya, Aichi · Jpn
Phone +81 586 436 810
mamapapa@mtg.biglobe.ne.jp

Malaysia
BIKE CONTINENT
No 2, Jalan Rampai Maju 4
Taman Sri Rampai 53300
Setapak, Kuala Lumpur
Phone +65 9696 3555
bc@bikecontinent.com
www.bikecontinent.com

Malta
WHEEL WIZARD
Psaila Street
BKR 9076
Birkirkara · Malta
Phone +356 27650003
info@wheelwizardmalta.com
www.wheelwizardmalta.com

New Zealand
AARDVARK ENTERPRISES
Duke, St B
9300 Queenstown · New Zealand
Phone +64 034412112 / 006421743375
aaron@alta.co.nz
www.nzride.com

Philippines
TRANS OVERSEAS INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION
1 Rolling Lane Batasan Hills Q.C.
1326 · Philippines
Phone +632-9312149
Phone +632-9512901
eric@treasurefinds.om.ph

Poland
7 ANNA
UL. Raciborskiego 123
80-215 Gdansk
Phone +48 058 520 18 04
Fax +48 058 340 45839
info@7anna.com.pl
www.7anna.com.pl
Mondraker is constantly growing. If you wish to know if there is a new Mondraker distributor in your country please visit www.mondraker.com

Taiwan
BE STYLE TECHNOLOGY
N0 169 SEC.7 Fengyuan BLVD
Taichung 420, Fengyan Dist.
Phone +886 42251553
alfie@be-style.com.tw

UK
SILVERFISH UK LTD
Unit 3B & 3C Woodacre Court
Saltash - Cornwall - PL12 6LF
Phone +44 017 528 43882
Fax +44 017 528 45839
info@silverfish-uk.com
www.silverfish-uk.com

South Korea
SPOMATE INC.
2F 876-6 Joolkeon Suji Yongin Kyonggi
448-160 · South Korea
Phone +82 31 265 9909
Fax +82 31 265 9930
admin@spomate.com
www.spomate.com

Switzerland
CHRIS SPORTS
Murgentalstrasse 18
9542 Münchwilen TG/CH
Phone +41 71 969 66 66
Fax +41 71 969 66 67
chrisports@chrisports.ch
www.chrisports.ch

Sweden
TARMIN OY
Joustaankatu 2C
00510 Helsinki · Finland
Phone +358 50 548 0081
info@tarmin.fi
www.tarmin.fi

Portugal
BLUE FACTORY TEAM S.L.U.
Elche Parque Empresarial
Torres y Villarreal 6 – Apartado 3300
03203 Elche · Spain
Phone +34 965 681 917
Fax +34 965 680 510
info@mondraker.com
www.mondraker.com

Romania
PLAYBIKE
Str. Carpaților 13
500282 Brașov
Phone +40 268314977
office@playbike.ro
www.playbike.ro

Singapore
BIKE CONTINENT PTE LTD
7 Kaki Bukit Road 1, #01-16 Eunos Technolink
Singapore 415937 (beside Ducati Showroom)
Phone +65 6547 5455
Phone +65 9696 3555
bc@bikecontinent.com
www.bikecontinent.com

Spain
BLUE FACTORY TEAM S.L.U.
Elche Parque Empresarial
Torres y Villarreal 6 – Apartado 3300
03203 Elche · Spain
Phone +34 965 681 917
Fax +34 965 680 510
info@mondraker.com
www.mondraker.com

Switzerland
CHRIS SPORTS
Murgentalstrasse 18
9542 Münchwilen TG/CH
Phone +41 71 969 66 66
Fax +41 71 969 66 67
chrisports@chrisports.ch
www.chrisports.ch

Slovakia
KATMAR BIKE CENTER
Bubenské Nábrezí 8
170 00 Prague 7 · Czech Republic
Phone +420 233 322 587
Phone +420 223 017 514
info@katmar.cz
www.katmar.cz

Slovenia
BLUE FACTORY TEAM S.L.U.
Elche Parque Empresarial
Torres y Villarreal 6 – P.O. Box 3300
03203 Elche · Spain
Phone +34 965 681 691
Fax +34 965 680 510
slovenia@mondraker.com
www.mondraker.com

Taiwan
BE STYLE TECHNOLOGY
N0 169 SEC.7 Fengyuan BLVD
Taichung 420, Fengyan Dist.
Phone +886 42251553
alfie@be-style.com.tw

UK
SILVERFISH UK LTD
Unit 3B & 3C Woodacre Court
Saltash - Cornwall - PL12 6LF
Phone +44 017 528 43882
Fax +44 017 528 45839
info@silverfish-uk.com
www.silverfish-uk.com

Slovenia
BLUE FACTORY TEAM S.L.U.
Elche Parque Empresarial
Torres y Villarreal 6 – P.O. Box 3300
03203 Elche · Spain
Phone +34 965 681 691
Fax +34 965 680 510
slovenia@mondraker.com
www.mondraker.com

* Mondraker is constantly growing. If you wish to know if there is a new Mondraker distributor in your country please visit www.mondraker.com